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Abstract 
In this paper, we describe the development of our 

BEST nano-robot soccer team composed of 5 robots, 
a vision system, and communication modules. Each 
nano-robot is designed with a n  all-in-one type micro- 
controller and two D C  motors fixed in parallel due to  
i ts  small size 4(cm) x4(cm) x4.5(cm). A vision system 
capable of 30 recognitions/sec provides each robot’s po- 
sition feedback via RF communication. A three level 
hierarchical software control scheme is  adopted: role 
allocation, target generation, and visual servoing. Dy- 
namic role allocation is  done in the highest layer(the 
role allocation layer) regarding the context and role 
importance. In the target generation layer, target po- 
sitions of robots are generated based o n  6 roles, 2- 
2-1 formation, and libero system. I n  the visual ser- 
voing layer, path planning is achieved using a newly 
proposed line-circle algorithm with linear and circular 
paths as our basic strategy. Normally, 2-2-1 forma- 
t ion is  adopted. W h e n  the both attackers are blocked, 
one of defenders is  assigned to  continue the attack as 
libero(temporary 3-1-1 formation). 

1 Introduction 

NAROSOT(NAn0-Robot Soccer Tournament) is a 
robot soccer category with the smallest soccer robots. 
The word “nano” means that the robots are the small- 
est in t,he robot soccer categories of FIRA(Federation 
of International Robot-soccer Association). Each 
robot must be smaller than 4(cm) x 4(cm) x 5.5(cm) 
hexahedron[3]. There are no rooms for internal sen- 
sors such as encoders in these robots, and hence vision 
is the only feedback available. This makes it hard to 
control robots precisely and fast. Since 5 robots in 
each team play a game, coordination and coopera- 
tion among robots become more important and dif- 
ficult than in MIROSOT(M1cro Robot Soccer Tour- 
nament, 3 robots in each team with 8 cm cube). 
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We make small but self-contained nano-robot and 
use only vision data to control two DC motors of each 
robot. We also make robot control scheme with ex- 
pansible structure, where new functions can be easily 
added. A three level hierarchical scheme for visual 
servoing, target generation, and role allocation consti- 
tutes its control structure, where each layer is divided 
according to its function. 

In Section 2, we present hardware design of our 
system. A hierarchical controller for soccer robot is 
proposed in Section 3, where visual servo layer, tar- 
get generation layer, and role allocation layer are pre- 
sented. In Section 4, simulation results of the pro- 
posed controller and experimental results are shown. 
Section 5 summarizes this paper and shows further 
works. 

2 Hardware Description 

Our system is composed of 5 nano-robots, an im- 
age processing board, a host PC and a camcoder. RF 
modules are used to communicate between host PC 
and robots. Each subsystem is independent and self- 
contained and can be tested independently for debug- 
ging its functions. Each subsystem also has its own 
restrictions which can limit the performance of over- 
all system. Hence, it is considered in hardware design 
that a specific subsystem should not deteriorate the 
performance of overall system. 

Nano-robots of the BEST is 4 x 4 x 4.5 cnx3 in 
size(1 cm less height than regulation: currently the 
smallest NAROSOT robot) and has a Phillips 87C51 
all-in-one type micro-controller, two DC motors with- 
out encoder and a RF module for link to host PC. For 
motor-driver chip, TC4428 is used. Two DC micro- 
motors with 11.8:l gear heads from MINIMOTOR. are 
kept charge of locomotion of robots. The picture of 
robot are shown in Fig. 1. 

We use Cognachrome vision board from Newton 
Labs. This board is capable of field-rate(60Hz) pro- 
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cessing, which can give centroids, aspect ratios and 
angles for color patches of robots. The results trans- 
fer to our host PC by serial port at 20 or 30 Hz rate. 
To implement our controller, we use PC with Pentium 

Figure 1: BEST Nano-robot 

166 MHz and Windows 95. We use Rx/Tx FM RF 
modules from Radiometrix (BiM-418-F, BiM-433-F) , 
which can operate stably at 19600 bps and transmits 
14 bytes( 140 bits) during one sampling period in the 
experiments. 

3 Control Structure 

Our robot controller has a three level hierarchical 
scheme so that the controller may be easy to debug, 
and new functions can be easily added. The proposed 
hierarchical controller consists of a visual servoing, a 
target generation, and a role allocation layer, which 
are divided according to their function. The overall 
block diagram of our controller is shown in Fig. 2. 

3.1 Visual Servo Layer 

We design visual servo layer using visual servoing 
concept[l] so that our robots can dribble a ball, pass 
a ball, and play some kind of expertise like human 
soccer players. 

In our robot, two motors are placed in parallel but 
there exists some offset between two axes to satisfy 
the size limit. We set a simplified dynamic model of 
first order into our plant of robot intuitively. Then a 
simple velocity control can be achieved by taking the 
inverse model. 

Figure 2: Overall Block diagram of Controller 

Given the reference of velocity w t e f r  control input U' 

can be derived from Eq. (1). 

In robot soccer game, it is important to control 
robots to satisfy the desired angle as well as desired 
position for kicking, passing, or dribbling. Let's de- 
fine a posture composed of position and angle as 
P = (p ,O)  = (2, y,O), start posture as P, = (ps,O,), 
and desired target posture as Pt = (pt ,Ot).  Given P, 
and Pt, we want to draw a shortest path composed 
of start circle, target circle and a line tangential to 
both circles. Each radius of the circles(&) should 
be selected properly considering the characteristic of 
robot. If there are any obstacles on the tangential line, 
the robot can perform obstacle-avoidance by modify- 
ing path with thought of the nearest obstacle on the 
line as new target. Fig. 3 shows the planned path and 
flow-chart of the planning algorithm. Ptz is an added 
posture for stable tracking to Pt with larger velocity 
and Pt, is the modified target posture in the presence 
of obstacle. 

After planning the path from start posture to target 
posture, path-following is performed by line-control or 
circle-control. If we select proper circle and control- 
direction(Counter-Clockwise or Clockwise), circle- 
control can be performed on-line as follows. First de- 
fine direction-flow d composed of two components of 
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Figure 3: Path Planning using Line and Circles 

vectors: tangential one d t a n  and orthogonal one dart 
as Fig. 4. After finding of d ,  the next procedure is 
generation of curvature u which can be considered as 
control variable. 

(3) wTef = u2r'ef 

where 
4- K 2 O s d ,  ccw 

+ K 2 @ s d ,  cw - 
L d -  Lp', = ( L d t a n  - 6 , ) -  Lp',, 
fd- fp', =(/!&a, + @ d ) - f p ' , ,  cw 

CCW 
e s d  = 

@d = tan- 1 u  (IdpI:l 

In Eq. (3), constant value of K 2  is used for proportional 
gain. The line-control is similar to the circle-control 
except generation of curvature. 

ff = K 2 O s d  (4) 

a) Generation of dlrecNonal -now, d b) Generation ofdirection-flow. d 
(CCW (CW) 

Figure 4: Path Following using Circle-Control 

where 

3.2 Target Generation Layer 

Six roles - goalie, left-defender , right-defender , 
kicker, assistant and libero - are available for 5 robots 
in the target generation layer. A target position of 
each role is decided according to the positions of a 
ball, our robots, and opponent robots. 

3.2.1 Formation 

A 2-2-1 formation or a 3-1-1 formation can be adopted 
selectively: 2-2-1 formation means 2 attackers, 2 de- 
fenders, and l goalie; 3-1-1 formation means 3 mid 
fielders, defenders, and 1 goalie. It is important to 

Figure 5: 2-2-1 Formation 

maintain efficient formation for preparing attacks and 
defenses. In our system, 2-2-1 formation is imple- 
mented in considering batteries, defense enforcement 
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and stable games. The main advantage of this for- 
mation is that uniform distribution of robots, which 
causes to use all robots evenly and to avoid flocking 
of robot. These can help games to be smooth. In this 
paper, we describe details about only this formation. 

This formation sets up one lateral defense line and 
two vertical attack lines[Fig. 51. In this formation, 
goalie moves laterally in the front of our goal and de- 
fend near the goal. Two defenders move on defense 
line, defend the opponent attacks, intercept the ball, 
and then change to attackers. The kicker among two 
attackers drives the ball, shoots and passes according 
to tactics. The other attacker, assistant, cooperates 
with the kicker, occupies the good position to attack, 
and is ready to attack when the kicker passes the ball. 
These can improve success probability of our attacks. 

goalie 

w 
kicker assistan! ..:. 4x1 :, :\*.. 

I-_-- I\ - 
1 

Figure 6: Libero System 

The formations can be compensated with libero sys- 
tem[Fig. 61. In case that one or two attackers are 
blocked in our attack situations, one of the defenders 
or an assistant is assigned as libero to help the attack. 
This makes attacks to be continued against interrup- 
tions. 

3.2.2 Roles 

A. Kicker 
Target of kicker is determined to keep the ball toward 

the opponent goal. There may be the case that ball 
is near wall or corner. In this case, it is impossible 
to generate target to keep the ball toward opponent 
goal, so the target is set to parallel to wall or corner 

i \  
Rr + h. 

Figure 7: Target Generation of Kicker 

Figure 8: Target Generation of Assistant 

toward the opponent goal[Fig. 71. Intermediate targets 
are needed when the ball is near a wall or corner and 
back of the kicker(direction of our goal), which are 
used for moving around the ball to avoid back pass, 
which causes a dangerous situation. 
B. Assistant 
Target of assistant moves on one of two attack lines 
which is farther to the kicker than the other. When the 
kicker becomes near to assistant, the assistant change 
attack line to avoid colliding with and blocking the 
kicker[Fig. 81. In the figure, two sets of targets are 
drawn. One is the case where assistant is near to kicker 
vertically. When the ball becomes near, the assistant 
changes to kicker and continues to attack. At the same 
time, the kicker changes to assistant and assists the 
new kicker. 

C. Defenders 
The defenders defend opponent attacks on a defense 

line. If the ball is inside of the defense line(toward 
our goal) and our attacker catches the ball inside and 
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Figure 9: Target Generation of Defenders 

begins to attack, the defenders open a path on the 
defense line. When a defender intercepts the ball, the 
defender changes to kicker and begins to  attack[Fig. 91. 

D. Goalie 
Goalie moves on the goal line in lateral direction and 
predicts the ball position to block the ball. In the real 
game, goalie is often blocked by goal posts. To prevent 
this situation, goalie moves back and forth near the 
goal posts. 

E. Libero 
Target of libero is generated by the same algorithm as 
the kicker. 

3.3 Role Allocation Layer 

Dynamic role allocation is done in the highest layer, 
that is in the role allocation layer, as per the context 
and role importance. In this layer, connections be- 
tween robots and roles are changed dynamically ac- 
cording to  the context. In the present state, the most 
appropriate robot to a role can be selected and con- 
nected to the role. 

In this scheme, when some of our robots are failed, 
the other robots play the games normally by filling the 
spaces of the failed robots automatically. Hence, this 
can make overall control algorithm more robust and 
reliable. It must be considered that toggling of roles 
is avoided in the allocation algorithm. Priority rules 
of the dynamic allocation are as follows. 

1. Goalie: the nearest robot to the goal line. 

2. Kicker: the nearest robot to the ball except 
above. 

3. Assistant: the robot in the forefront except above. 

4. Left defender: the left robot except above. 

5. Right defender: the robot except above. 

for id I 0 11, 4 

+ 
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Figure 10: Allocation Algorithm for Goalie 

Figs. 10 and 11 show the flow chart of the detail 
allocation algorithm for goalie and a result of the dy- 
namic role allocation algorithm respectively. Detailed 
allocation algorithms for the other roles are estab- 
lished using similar scheme. 

4 Simulation and Experimental Re- 
sults 

In this section, we show some results of simulations 
and experiments. First, we show the result of line- 
circle algorithm for path-planning and path-following 
in presence of two obstacles[Fig. 121. We can show that 
our algorithm does also perform obstacle-avoidance by 
modifying path with adding new target posture Pt,. 

Next, Fig. 13 shows a simulator for target genera- 
tion and role allocation layers, which shows the situ- 
ation that one of the defenders continues to attack as 
libero when the 2 attackers are blocked. Last, Fig. 14 
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Figure 11: Result of Dynamic Role Allocation 

Figure 13: Simulator for Target Generation and Role 
Allocation 

Figure 12: Simulation of Line-Circle Algorithm with 
0 bst acles 

Figure 14: Final Game of NAROSOT in FIRA’98 

shows a photo of the final game between the yellow 
colored BEST and the blue colored Y2K2 teams in 
FIRA’98 in Paris. In this game, our team won the 
game with score 6-2, and got the first prize. Although 
the tournament did not give a direct performance eval- 
uation, it showed fitness and excellence of our three 
layers concept and robot system. 

in the role allocation layer. 
We think the NAROSOT system is a good bench- 

mark for multi-robotic system research. More versatile 
formation and strategy will be implemented as further 
works. 
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